Beaver Mariners Will Open Racing Season Tomorrow

Harvard, B. U. and U. S. Naval Academy Each To Send Four Teams

Harvard, Boston University, and the United States Naval Academy will each field its four-man crew against Harvard sailors tomorrow when the intercollegiate race season opens.

Two divisions each made up of two teams from each college will race from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

The midflights will arrive early Saturday morning in order to have the boats properly weighed and marked for racing before the divisional meets which will be used by all teams in the competition.

First for Harvard, Tech

While both Navy and B. U. have already participated in magazine races this season, Harvard will be the first to venture and Technology.

The Navy team, coached by L. H. Gorham, is the strongest of the three. Harvard, coached by Captain J. W. Chaffen, will be the second strongest, while Tech's strength is somewhat limited.

This brings our attention to a phrase that has been the byword of Tech athletics. Whatever the team may lose in some event, it is gained back in another, and what is lost in one event is gained in another.

The phone which has been vacated by Tech men as the post for their boxing team has been filled by the slow-stepping, slow-running of boxing Captain X. Y. C. and the Rocketlettes, who have taken over the vacated phone.

We feel that this "Tech Sport Goon" has been overworked, and consequently, the phone has not been used as a medium for communication by the student body.

"The Tech" is by no means the only medium for communication by the student body. The Student News, the Daily News, and the Harvard Crimson have been used as mediums for communication by the student body.
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